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High bids delay

Quayle

to coo
at MSU

BY KELLY M ENSER

A more than $2 mil lion discrepancy
between earlier concrete estimates and
bids received this week may cause further delays in construction of the
Regional Special Events Center.
Disparities in other areas combined
with the concrete differences to bring
construction bids more than $2.4 million above consultants' estimates.
A&K Construction Co. of Paducah,
the gener al contractor for the center ,
opened s ubcontracting bids last week in
Frankfort for the project's 22 packages.
Although this package division was to
provide more and smaller Kentucky
contractors the chance to bid, bids in
some project areas were scarce.
Such was the case with the concrete
package, on which only one contractor
bid, said Ed West, director of Murray
State
University
Faciliti~s
Management.
"The estimates are probably six

Former vice president
Dan Quayle will present a
lecture entitled ..Standing
Firm" when he visits
Murray State this spring.
Quayle, who is expected
to make a run for the
Republican nomination for
president in 1996, has been
booked for 7:30 p.m. March
30 in Racer Arena.
Tickets for the lecture
will go on sale Feb. 8 in the
SGA office. Reserved-seat
tickets will sell for $6; general admission will be $4.
Quayle, 4 7, is expected to
file federal campaign
papers for the presidential
race Feb. 21 and formally
announce his candidacy by
mid-April.
Quayle's public service
began in 1971 as an inv«tstigator for the consumer
protection division of the
Indiana Attorney General's·
office.
He was elected to
BY JENNIFER W OHLLEB
Congress in 1976 and at
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
age 33
became the
youngest ever Indiana
Member s of t he Faculty
Senator in 1980, defeating
Senate met with the Student
t hree-term
incumbent :--Government
AssociAtion
Democrat Brrch Bayh.
Wednesday to discuss the feasibility of changing Murray State
George Bush selected
University's grading scale.
Quayle as his running
Squire Babcock, assisant
mate for the 1988 presidenEnglish professor, said twotial bid. He served as tho
thirds of the facu lty surveyed
44th vice president of the
were in favor of looking into
United States from 1989 to
changing the system to make it
1993.
more fair to students.
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cials Wednesday to discuss the low
"We're still hoping that we can get it
number of bids and other possible reaback on line to start it later this spring
sons for the high projections.
"It's really a little too early to know or early this summer," West said.
If these b ids are accepted, or if future
what we plan to do," West said of
reveal similar discrepancies, West
bids
Wednesday's meeting. "There will prob-

Construction Costs

EDITOR IN CHIEf

STAfF REPORT

Senate proposes
grading changes

1

~SEC

plans

said the architect may be asked to
redesign some features to make costs
comply with the project .scope.
"The project scope is set by lcgisl'ative
action; we can't change that," West said.
Costs exceeding the state's project
scope would be funded through private
efforts of the University, West said.
Currently~ the legislature has issued
$18 million in bond sales for the center
and Murray State has received $2 million in donations and pledges.
Nick Warren , the Paducah architect
for the project, said redesign plans will
be more clear next week after 1\e meets
with the project's consultants.
"There may be just some minor
redesigns that most people wouldn't
even notice," Warren said.
The Regional Special Events Center,
to be built near Roy Stewart Stadium,
wilt seat more than 8,000 people at such
events as concerts, conventions and basketball a nd volleyball games. West said
construction should be completed two
years after its initiation.

KICKIN' IT UP

"We're doing research right
now looking at how other
schools do t heir grades,"
Babcock said. "'But most
schools use the same scale we
do."
While Faculty Senate does
not have any concrete proposals on how they would ch ange
the scale, suggestions have
included changing letter grades
to include pluses or minuses.
This may neccesitate changing
the current four-point scale to a
See GRADING/ 14

Cutting crunch
WKMS staff wary of congressional threats to CPB funding
BY KELLY H ICKS
MANAGING EDITOR

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is in
danger of being terminated because of discussions in Congress concerning budget cut and
WKMS is worried.
WKMS, located on the sixth floor of the Fine
Arts Building, receives 25 percent of its funding
from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
31 percent from listeners, regional corporations
and area businesses, and 44 percent from
Murray State University.
Many of the station's most popular shows are
purchased from National Public Radio with
funds provided by the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.
National Public Radio produces educational
programs which can be purchased by public
radio stations. It is owned and operated by the
national government.
This means the government grants money to
radio stations in. hopes that those same stations
will purchase shows from the governmentowned production companies.
"Stations are not obligated to purchase programs from National Public Radio," said Kate
Lochte, WKMS station manager. "Other programmers such as Public Radio International
are available to us."
Private radio stations depend on advertiseSee RADI0/14

Danny Voweii/Staff

Grady Kirkpatrick, director of operations and
programming for WKHS, reads a community
announce ment on the air. The public radio station may face federal cuts in funding.

Nevis
Copy Express wins national award
'11 for outs~nding cus-
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Y'all come back now.•

-

Scott Robins, junior from Hayfield, angles his foot and leg Just so W ednesday to dribble the
hacky sac before passing it to a friend. Robins' shorts Indicate the unseasonably warm weather displayed throughout the region on the first day of the month.

Going abroad
Several students share the experi.,.......
"' ences they had while
on internatio nal
exchange programs.
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BULLETIN BoARD
· Fellowship applications available
Applications for the $4,600 Jesse Stuart Fellowship for the
1195-96 academic year are due March 31.
Applicants must be entering or currently enrolled graduate
audents in the fall of 1995 in mass communications, education
• humanities programs. Recipients must be full-time graduate
audents with no other University employment or assistantships .
'nle fellowship includes a waiver of out-of-state tuition and is
• awarded in April.
Completed applications must include the application form and
a letter describing the applicant's background, interests and
career goals, including graduate study plans. Students must also
wbmit a resume, three letters of reference and transcripts of all
eollege work.
For an application or more information, call Robert
McGaughey, 762-2387.

Friday, Feb. 3
• Cinema International - Toto le Heros 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free.

• '

Saturday, Feb. 4
• Line dancing - 7 - 9 p.m., Long John Silvers, Curris
Center.

Sunday, Feb.5
• Comedy- Jeff Foxworthy, 7:30p.m., Racer Arena. Tickets
$15.

Applications are now available for 1996-97 Rotary Foundation
Ambassadorial Scholarships.
The sch olarships provide for study abroad in one of 150 coun'tiies and 35 geographical regions where Rotary Clubs are located. Some 1,100 various types of scholarships will be available.
' Applicants must have completed at least two years of universitJ·level studies or work experience. Each must also demonstrate
a atrong commitment and ability to further international underl&anding and cultural exchange.
Anyone interested should contact his or her local Rotary Club
Air application materials and local deadline information. In
Rotary District 6710, which encompasses the Western half of
Kentucky, the deadline is March 15. For more information, call
Vernon Gantt, 762-4465 or Mark Malinauskas, 762-3167.

Th~ Indiana Univer sity Center on Philanthropy is seeking stu*nt applicants for its J ane Addams Fellowships in
Philanthropy program. The program awards each fellow $15,000
for the year and 12 credits toward a graduate degree.
Application deadline is Feb. 17.
Qualified candidates will be recent graduates with a bachelors
lllcree. including seniors anticipating graduation. Applicants
-..at show demonstrated leadership potential, special interest in
-.e aapect of community service and academic stability. The
,rogram is not intended for students who are already committed
to a program of graduate study.
Interested persons should contact the IU Center on
Philanthropy, 550 West North St., Suite 301, Indianapolis, Ind.
41202, (317) 274-4200.

Monday, Feb. 6
• Job fair - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom .
.
• Poster sale - 11 a.m., Curris Center Dance Lounge.
• Meeting- Camera Club, 7 p.m., Murray-Calloway County
Library.
• Party - Euclidian mathematics club pizza party, 5:30 p.m.,
Room 308, Faculty Hall.

Photo by Michelle Stinnett

Still life on co uch.

Ward elected council president
Charles Ward, director of development a nd alumni affairs, was
elected pres ident of the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education in Kentucky during the organization's annual conference.
CASE-Kentucky has more than 500 members comprised of
advancement professionals from both public a nd private colleges
and universities, as well as some private independent secondary
schools.

Performers wanted for musical
'Administrators attend meeting
Two University administrators recently took part in the 99th
.anual meeting of the Southern Association of Colleges and
8choola in San Antonio, Texas.
·
Provost J ames Booth and Coy Hannon, dean of University
•aries, were among more than 3,000 delegates who attended
werkshops and seminars covering over 100 topics, took action on
Mcreditation issues and set policy for the regional accrediting
'tpncy.
~

I

ISU hostind seminar
rhe Baptist Student Union will host a seminar titled "Hope
hu its Reasons," beginning at 6 p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday and
ftursday evenings.
The seminar will be led by Melinda Carlson, director of resort
ililnistries in Vail, Colo.
The aeminar is fr ee and open to the public. For more information, call 753-5771.
.

Dinner scheduled to honor poet
The Murray Caledonia Society will present the third annual

llwns Supper at 6 p.m. Saturday in the Curris Center Ballroom.
The program is a traditional Scottish celebration honoring
poet Robert Burns.
11le Concert Choir will be featured and Robert Allen will preMIIlt "The Immortal Memory."
• For reservations, call the Murray Tourism Commission, 7535171.

.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Rotary club offering scholarships

fthllanthropy fellowships offered

The Murray State News

Tuesday, Feb. 7
• Poster sale - 11 a .m., Curris Center Dance Lounge.
• Lecture - Beverly Stitt, "Integrating Women Into the
Curriculum," 3:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater. Sponsored by
the Women's Center.

VVednesda~Feb.S
• Exhibit - Baccalaureate exhibit by Nikki Lorenz, Eagle
Gallery. Through Feb. 19.
• Exhibit - "Sunderland" exhibit, art work done by Murray
State students while in residence in Sunderland, England,
Curris Center Gallery. Through Feb. 19.
• Deadline - Safety majors, resumes due in Career Services
Office for preselection by Abbot Laboratories, Abbott Park, Ill.
• Meeting - Social work club, 2:30 p.m., social work lounge,
fifth floor, Faculty Hall.
• Meetin g - Support group for adults with attention deficit disorder, 3 - 4 p.m., learning Center.

The "Stephen Foster Story," located in My Old Kentucky Home
State Park in Bardstown, is seeking singers, actors and dancers
for its 37th season .
Auditions will be held Feb. 17-19 at Midwest Theatre
Auditions, Loretto-Hilum Center, Webster Unive.rsity Campus,
St. Louis; 5 - 8 p.m., Feb. 24, Cincinnati College Conservatory of
Music, Patricia Corbett Pavilion, Room A-12; 9 a.m. - noon, Feb.
25, Nelson County High School, Bardstown; 1:30 - 4 p.m ., Feb.
25, Greenwood Executive Inn, Bowling Green; and 3 - 5 p.m .,
Feb. 26, Youth Performing Arts Center, Louisville.
Cast selection for the 53-member cast is based on quality, ability, personal appearance and previous experience. Singers
Thursday, Feb. 9
should prepare classical and show t unes a nd be prepared to
·.Interviews - PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburg, Penn.
sight-read melodies and rhythms. One select ion s hould be done
Occupational Safety and Health majors for safety managein English with no crooning or attempt at stylizing. Singers will
ment trainee.
also be required to take a movement a udition and may be asked
• Interviews - Country Companies, Bloomington, Ill.
to take a reading. An accompanist will be provided.
Agriculture, ag-business majors or other majors with agriculActors should prepare a two-minute cutting from a contempoture
background for county farm bureau manager trainee
rary play and be prepared to sing and take a movement audition.
positions.
Dancers will be taught combinations derived from ballet and
• Meeting - Assertiveness training group, 12:30 - 1:20 p.m.,
social dance. Dancers should bring dance clothes and appropriRoom 301, Ordway Hall.
ate shoes. They will be required to sing and may be asked to
• Meeting - AAINA alcohol and narcotics abuse support
read.
, groups, 6:30 p.m., Ohio Room , Curris Center.
For audition applications, write GenE\Tal Manager, The
• Cinema International - My Mother's Castle, 7:30 p.m.,
Stephen Foster Story, P.O. Box 546, Bardstown, Ky. 40004, or
Curris Center Theater. Free.
call 1-800-626-1563.
•
Concert - Dance Theatre Company 14th Annual Dance
Applications will also be taken the day of auditions except for
Theatre Concert, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
the Midwest auditions.
Rehearsals will begin May 27. The season plays nightly, except • Meeting- The hemp coalition, 9 p. m., Barkley Room,
Mondays, June 10 through Sept. 3 .
Curris Center.

~ J.T. LEE, Jeweler
11 1 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301
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Potential employers
found at Job Fair
STAFF REPORT

Murray State University students who are
interested in working at or possibly doing an
internship at a summer camp will have the
opportunity to meet with camp representatives
from across the nation Monday at the annual
Summer Job Fair hosted by the Career
Services Office.
The Fair will be held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Curris Center ballroom and is open to aU
Murray State students regardless of their academic status.
Martha Pitman, administrative assistant at
the Career Services Office, said the setting will
be casual, making it possible for students to
drop by the Fair between classes.
"I encourage everybody to come and visit
with the recruiters," she said. "They are coming here to hire."
Pitman said there are many positive benefits
to working at the summer camps.
"Students can gain leadership skills through
the work experience and will have the opportunity to have a positive influence on children,"
she said.

Pitman expects approximately 30 representatives from Kentucky, Indiana, North
Carolina, Missouri, New York, Illinois,
Michigan, Tennessee and Ohio to attend the
fair, representing 4-H camps, private camps
and camps for children with special needs.
Representatives from the National Scouting
Museum and the Murray State Housing
Officewill also attend.
Students can work as counselors, program
directors, nurses, health supervisors, business
managers, kitchen help and ranger staff, or
assist with crafts, nature, waterfront and
equestrian activites.
Murray State also offers a non-credit,
evening course in Job Search Training.
Job Search Training is scheduled Tuesday
evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. on Feb 7, Feb 14, and
Feb. 21.
The course tuition is $175 for all four sessions, or $50 for each individual session.
Tuition includes textbooks.
For additional information or to register for
Job Search Training, contact the Office of community Education at 762-7654.

Workshop available for
adults returning to college

Copy Express recognized J
for excellent customer

r.a

B Y JENNIFER POTIER
REPOlTER

Copy Express has been recognized in a national contest
for its excellence in customer
service.
A service open to Murray
State students and faculty that
makes high quality copies and
aids in completing projects,
Copy Express is located on the
first flooor of the Business and
Public Affairs Building.
John McDonald, director of
Murray State University's
Office of Marketing and Public
Relations , entered Copy
Express in the District m competition held by the Council for
the Advancement and Support
of Education.
McDonald was notified Jan.
12 that Copy Express had won
the "Award of Excellence."
Murray State was among
several other universities from
a nine state region that entered
the CASE contest.
McDonald said each entry in
the Internal Communications
competition had to document
how it had improved interaction within its university.
"'T'1...
ted kn
.. uey wan
to ow everything from how many staff
members you have working on
it to how much it cost you " Me
Donald said.
'
"Copy Express is a great

STAff REPOrT

A free information session for
adults interested in beginning
or resuming a college education
will be March 2 at Murray
State University.
The Adults Belong in College
workshop will provide information on careers, admission procedures, campus resources and
opportunities for financial
assista.Jice for adults considering atatrting or returning to
college to earn undergraduate

degrees.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for people who are interested in returning or starting
school to come get their questions answered," said Billie
Burton, coordinator of adult
outreach at the Center for
Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach. "In addition , it is always a fun evening
because adults get the opportunity to meet other adults, who
are in the same situation."
"Adults make excellence stu-

dents and we are excited about
offering this important workshop." Burton said. "Many of
our present students tell us
these workshops have done
wonders in dispelling their
fears about competing in the
classroom with traditional students."
The workshop is free and will
be held 6 to 9 p.m. March 2 in
the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center. To make reservations, call Billie Burton at
762-2186 by March 1.

·
Danny Voweii/Stli.
Amy Plucknett, Copy Express manager, collat es papers from tfC
copy machine. Copy Express was awarded for Its excellence ,in
customer service.
.
'"'"
~mprove~ent for the students would be cheaper for the acacJ:tx
m my,mmd and we_hope to do mic departments."
.,.,..
more, McDonald sa1d.
The winning entries will
"I wanted to offer a service displayed at the CASE Distrt~t·
that could be used more by stu- m Conference in Atlanta ~
dents," McDonald said, "and it February.
'Jr..
0<... . .
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Word Perfect class offered at night
STAFF REPORT

There is still time to enroll in
an evening course that will
introduce
students
to
WordPerfect 6.0 for DOS.
"Beginning WordPerfect• is
designed for the novice computer operator with some keyboarding skills.
Beginning WordPerfect will

meet 6 to 9 p.m. Monday
evenings
The first class will be
Monday, with additional sessions on Feb. 13, 20 and 27.
A tuition fee of $100 includes
a WordPerfect handbook and
diskette.
An intermediate course on
WordPerfect will be held later
¥

in the semester.
For additional information 0¥
to register for Beginning
WordPerfect, contact the Offi~
of Community Education, 2~
Collins Center; or call 7622160.
.,..
I

~~

Peteons outside of Calloway
Cotm.tY- ,may . phone toll-tfee ~1
1-800-669-7654.
•.l! '
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Students, it's time once again to nominate your Ij
favorite teacher for the

Max Carman Award

L
I'

dq

.

. t e.,.
I•
I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, would like to nomma
...

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - f o r the award.

Please com plete the following information
1. In what department does the faculty member teach?
I

2. Have you had this professor in class? If so, what classes?

·i I ;
lI!

:: Ir
-~~
•:,I •c

.• ..••

I

•

3. Is the professor available for assistance outside the classroom?
4. What qualities do you feel this professor has that would qualify him/her
for this award for outstanding classroom performance?

Fri day, Feb .10

OPEN HOUSE
11 a.m. - 3 p~m.

•

Nominee must have four years teaching experience at Murray State
University.
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~: I
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·~·~· '
~

~! .I

!t
Studc:nt's
..•. ~
Signature·------------------------------------------Date~-----------~ ~~

I ~

I
L - ------ ---- ~~:::~~~~==:~::~:: ____::~~~~~ - 1
Major_______________________________________Phone,______ '.J :
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REnJRN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON, FEB. 24, 1995.
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Future of WKMS
uncertain with
Public television and radio are, or have been, an
imperative and integral part of most Americans'
lives for more than 25 years. Children, parents and
grandparents tune in and tum on to a tremendous
variety of intelligent, informative and refreshingly
unbiased programming.
The 104th Congress, particularly its Republican
majority, are in the midst of discussions to possibly
eliminate funding for public broadcasting by terminating the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
which contributes funding to WKMS-FM.
If WKMS, Murray's University, regional and government supported radio station, fmds itself on the
chopping block, we will be without one the most
valuable sources of unbiased news, diverse music,
informed commentaries and programming for
almost any interest.
We believe the benefits that public broadcasting
provide for us far outweigh the comparatively
diminutive number of dollars that the public trust.
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is not the
4
only educational program that is in danger.
• The National Endowment for the Arts, and the
J
National Endowment for the Humanities also face
t
• funding termination.
If this happens, the University will not be able to
fund national art shows because Murray State does
not have the resources to bring in accredited shows.
Our children will also not have the experience of
growing up with Big Bird or any of the other lovable
characters from "Sesame Street" which helped to
build foundations in learning for millions of children
• across the globe.
..' If you feel strongly about your public broadcasting
'
' we encourage you to contact your congressman and
let your voice be heard.
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Wendell H. Ford
SR-173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-1701
(202) 224-4343
Hon. Mitch McConnell
SR-120 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-1702
(202) 224-2499
Hon. Ed Whitfield
U.S. House of Representatives
1541 Longworth H.O.B.
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-3115

.
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 420 71-8801

Rush hoodwi_n ks the right
' not with poor and powerless status, some were being held as
people like welfare recipients, virtual slaves. Highly skilled
Rush Limbaugh is a very use- but with those who have held professionals, technical and sciful asset for the wealthy corpo- economic and political power entific workers from foreign
rate elite. He keeps people for the past 100 years - the universities, are either coming
thinking about "femi-nazis," large corporations! To put it to the United States, or U.S.
homosexuals, "soft-on-crime" another way, welfare recipients corporations are moving to take
liberals, welfare recipients, ille- did not flood the world with advantage of the cheap labor.
Will these Rush Limbaugh
gal immigrants, etc., while the weapons with the disastrous
consequences
we
can
see
today.
supporters
still be cheering on
corporations cut wages, lay off
immigrants
did
not
capitalism
when
their jobs disIllegal
employees and transfer jobs to
appear,
their
houses
are reposlow-wage countries. While the manufacture land mines that
even
as
I
write
this
are
blowing
sessed
and
they
are
standing
in
infrastructure crumbles, education gets worse and worse, off children•s legs and maiming a soup line someplace? How
pollution spreads and poverty them horribly all over the will they feel when their sons
and inequality grow, he pan- world. This was done by large and daughters are asked to
fight overseas for the interests
ders to the people's prejudices corporations for profit.
about other groups in society.
I know some of Rush of the big multinational corpoIt is the old divide-and-con- Limbaugh's supporters are rations, under the guise of
quer strategy used by the upper middle class people liv- patriotism, defending democrawealthy to keep poor and work- ing comfortably in the suburbs, cy, etc?
ing people fighting among who view themselves more as
In my opinion, the greatest
themselves, instead of investi- capitalists than workers, stupidity in the universe is
gating the real causes for their although most of them are pro- fighting against one's own best
distress. A prime example is in fessional and highly skilled interests. Workers of all educaSouth Africa, where the previ- workers. Do they realize that it tions, races, cultures and
ous government had been arm- is not only blue collar jobs dis- incomes should stick together.
ing the Ink:atha freedom party appearing or blue collar work- It is the only way to make a
to fight the ANC because the ers taking pay cuts? The Los better world for future generarich are very afraid of the Angeles Times reported on for- tions and save our planet from
eign computer programmers the wealthy chowderheads curANC's socialist ideology.
If this country and the world who were working for one-fifth rently running it!
are in bad and deteriorating or less of what American procondition - and they are - it is grammers were charging. Gary Sudborough,
only logical that the fault lies Because of their immigration Bellflower, Calif.
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Clay Nichols
freshman, Paducah

"Yes, because the
students could use
the extra money to
help pay for
college."

oomputer coordinator.
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Christy Quire
senior, Louisville

Lisa Chapman
senior, Paducah

"I think its a
great idea; the
only drawback
would be that
employers might
cutback and
employ less."

"Yes, because the
cost of living is
higher, so
minimum '1age
should reflect
that."

Photos and interviews by Michelle Stinnett
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To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
my perception of the editorial
appearing in the Jan. 27, 1995,
Murray State News. During
the Faculty Senate meeting on
Friday. the Senate voted to
eliminate Fall Break as it
presently exists and extend the
fall semester by one day allowing for
a
week long
Thanksgiving Break.
The intention of this proposal
is to strengthen academics and
accommodate students, staff
and faculty. It is not intended
to weaken the academic program, nor is it an attempt by
faculty to teach less. This proposal only rearranges the same
set number of days within the
academic calendar. This proposal stemmed from faculty
concerns that the Fall Break
was not being utilized as a day
for student study as originally
proposed by students. Also,
there seems to be a high rate of
absenteeism on Monday and
Tuesday prior to Thanksgiving
Break. Student absenteeism
does affect how faculty mus~
rearrange course outlines to
ensure coverage of material.
The faculty at Murray State
University are committed to
providing you a quality education and go out of their way to
safeguard the academic excellence for which Murray State is
nationally known.
Nancey E.M. France, PhD, RN
Faculty Senate President

Student
thanks
teachers
To the Editor:
I want to thank a teacher for
helping me succeed at school
This person went out of his
way to let me be myself and be
happy and confident about my
work.
I was always very insecure
about school untill someone
took the time to take an interest in my work. One teacher
took me and told me that my
work was good and I would be
able to do even better. That
made school easier to handle
for me.
As I was more confident in
school, my grades were better.
Also, I felt better about myself.
Those teachers that go out of
their way to help students are
the ones that really made a dif.
ference with me.
Shanon Cummins,
Murray

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300 ,
words or less and must
be signed. Contributors
should include their
address and phone number, for verification. Also
include your hometown
and classification or your
title and relation to The
University. To submit a .
guest commentary call

762-4468. The News
reserves the right to edit
for style and length.
Published • letters are.
kept on file for inspection
in The News office in
Wilson Hall.
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Committee saves academically endangered students from flood of worries
BY KEUY MENSER
EDITOit IN CHIEF

Approximately 215 students
climbed aboard the Student
Affairs ARC at the start of this
semester to escape the stressful
academic downpour they experienced last f~.
The students participated in
a session held by the Academic
Review Committee, part of the
Office of Student Affairs' FirstYear Experience program.
More than 350 first-time students were contacted to participate because they had been
issued academic warnings or
had been placed on academic
probation for failing to earn at
least a 2.0 grade-point average
in the fall.
Participants were assisted by
27 faculty and staff members in
matters of academic advising
and class scheduling, available
tutoring
resources
and
improved study habits.
Paul Naberezny, ARC chairman and counselor with the

to mandatory
attendance for
100-level classes to re-emphasize
how
important it is
to be in class,
even if it is bor-

Counseling
and Testing
Center, said
the respondents identified several
factors that
contributed
to their poor
grades,
including too
active social
lives, lack of
communication
with
professors
and late or
nonrecognition of grade
jeopardy.

i

n

g

,

"

students feel like they're locked
in - like high school, where
they can't change anything," he
said.
Naberezny said this and
other misconceptions resulted
mainly from a lack of awareness.

Naberezny
"We need to educate students
said. "If you on their circumstances and to
aren't there, take available resources to
you're going to them and have them utilize
them," Naberezny said.
fail"
Other stuCella also saw a problem with
dents simply failure to access materials and
seemed over- programs.
whelmed with
"There are lots of resources,
their introducbut
I think students are relucGlen Clark, senior from Champaign, Ill., tutors Kathy Pounter, tions to higher
tant
to pursue them." she said.
"But
we freshman from Hurray, at the Leamlng Center. Paul Naberezny education.
The committee will conduct a
"Some kids
the with Counseling and Testing strongly urges stude nts who need
found
majority just help with coursework t o use campus resources.
were way over follow-up recall study within
their heads; the next week, Naberezny said,
stopped
cerning lack of attendance.
they couldn't get out," as well as a mid-term progress
going to class," Naberezny said.
"'n
many
cases,
I
think
they
Naberezny said. "So many first- assessment.
"Nonattendance - it killed
just gave up," Cella said.
year students just lose it.
them."
"What we're trying to do is
Remedies were suggested. for
say,
'Look, we're concerned
"They're
first-year
students:
Doris Cella, director of the
the attendance problem.
about
you and we want you to
to
go,
they
don't
know
where
Learning Center, said she also
he said.
succeed,m
what
to
do,"
he
said.
"So
many
"We
talked
about
going
back
noticed several remarks con-

Fewer MSU remedial courses provide
great challenge to involved faculty
BY KELtY M ENSER
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Perhaps it is the English
instructor in Doris Cella that
resorts to ancient Greek allusions when she considers the
purpose of the Learning
Center.
"I think ours is a Herculean
task, trying to remediate students with one semester of
English and two of math," said
Cella, director of the Center.
"That's a real challenge, to help
a student whose skills are very
deficient."
Although Council on Higher
Education statistics indicate
Murray State University remediation rates are comparable
with statewide results, MSU
carries fewer developmental
COU!Ses than many other institutions.
So Murray State faculty
involved with remedial coursework must condense into one or
two modules the information
other universities disperse
among several courses.
For instance, Morehead State
Universityoffers three remedial-level
reading
courses:
Reading Enrichment and two
levels of developmental reading. Murray State offers only
two - REA 120 and 121 - for
reading and study skills
improvement.

information," he said.

·:,. statewide Comparisons
The number of MSU students enrolled in remedial-level math and English~ In 1991 and those
who went on to pass entry-level courses by the fall of 1993.differed only stigMiy from statewide figures.

. MURRAY
STATE ·~· UNIVERSITY
,,
. ·:· :;' : : . •. : .

· STATEWI DE '

~ .-1- % .

•

Remedial English
3.2°.4

···Rem~dial E:hglish
2.7%

Cella said the gaps in students' knowledge may be related to several societal oversights.
"Historically, Kentucky has
had a poorly-educated population, and perhaps it will take
generations and generations to
overcome that," she said. It has
to be a total effort. Parents
should start encouraging study
habits in elementary school.
Taxpayers need to be willing to
support higher education."
Despite critics who call for
more stringent standards at
the university level, Cella sup-.
ports
state
institutions'
involvement in developmental
education.

Sooroe: CHE Acoountablllty Series

Chad E. Holder/Graphics EdltOf

Moreover. an even greater
disparity occurs between remedial courses offered at universities and those at community
colleges.

dents seek to compensate for
low ACT scores, holes in their
pre-college curricula and other
unachieved admission standards.

Ashland Community College
provides 11 developmental programs, compared with Murray
State's five classes.

Donald Bennett, chairman of
the MSU department of mathematics, which offers two developmental courses, said he is not 1
concerned with under what
umbrella program remediation
is conducted, as long as it is
conducted.

Cella said the push is toward
moving all remedial courses to
the community colleges and the
community college systems of
the state universities whereby
''There's just no way a stunon-baccalaureate status stu- dent without the background

can do the college-level courses;

they're going to be unsuccessful," Bennett said. "You've got
to go back to the basics."
Bennett said the math
department works with area
high schools to help ensure students receive this basic instruction to facilitate their introductions to collegiate math classes.
"'t's not that the curriculum
is faulty; it's just that the students - for whatever reason are not coming out of high
school with that necessary

"I see it as the last chance for
a number of people," Cella said.
"They're here rather than at a
community college, because
they can't get what they want
at a community college. They
feel they can get a good start
here.
"So long as we can remediate
these students as we are, I
think they belong here.
"We're not watering down
anything.
We're
actually
extending the length of time it
takes to graduate," Cella said,
noting that developmental
course credit does not count
toward graduation.

Study Tips
These tips should help
you develop better study
habits while the spring.
term is still relatively new.
• Time Management
Learn to manage your time.
This means getting things done
that need to get done when
they need to get done, staying ·
In control, focusing energy and
effort, setting priorities. being
flexible, and balan~ng your ·
activities for stress management.
health and well being.

•listening, Note Taking
To become a good note taker,
you may need to sharpen your
listening skills. You want your
notes to be accurate, legible,
and understandable; to capture
main points, ideas, and relationships; and to identify ~uestions .
You need to be able to stay
tuned in and manage
distractions, ~ay dreaming, and
fatigue.
•
..

• Strategies for Success
In Study & Reading
1) Study the material you intend
to read such as a chapter in a
textbook. Do this briefly by
looking through the material.
2) As you read, turn the
headings of each section into
questions and read for answers.
3) After you have finished a
section or found the answer to
your question, stop! Without
looking, try to answer the
question in your own words.
4) After completing the reading,
review your questions and go
· over the questions until you are
comfortable with it.

Preparing for Exams
Always plan ahead for exams.
Source:Phi Ua Sigma

"
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Students expected to benefit with
new financial aid packet for 1995

Police Beat
January 26

8:07 a.m. Michael Delaney's Ford Ranger truck had four tires and
wheels valued at $700 stolen from the vehicle while parked in the
White Hall parking lot.
4:46 p.m. MSU student reported seeing a naked man driving a vehicle
on the west side of Stewart Stadium. Nobody was found .

•
Bv j o NATHAN

OLIVER

A look at financial aid packets

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

With the coming of the 1995The MSU student financial aid packets have been modified for
96 school year at Murray State
the 1995-1996 academic year. Following is a comparison
University and the implemenshowing what changes have been made.
tption of one of President Kern •
Alexander's many initiatives to
Old Packets
improve recruitment and reten1. Four page application
tion, the Student Financial Aid
2. Full page of instructions
Office expects students to find
3. Student consumer Information provided
new financial aid forms much
on packet, but located in corner in small print
more to their liking.
4. Packet folded and taped fo r mailing
"The revised packet is stu5. No logo or special identity for the materials
dent oriented and is designed
to make it easy for prospective
New Packets
and enrolled students to complete," said Johnny McDougal,
1. One page application
director of Student Financial
2. Instructions consist of two steps
Aid.
3. Student consumer information provided in
The new Student Financial
easy to read guide
Aid packets include an instruc4. Packet included in white mailing envelope
tion sheet containing the esti5. New logo Included: FAST(Financial Aid
mated cost of attendance at
Simplified for Thoroughbreds)
Murray State University inforsource: Johnny McDougal
mation for the upcoming academic year, a one page Murray
State University Financial Aid a new logo - FAST: Financial to simplify and streamline the
Simplified
for financial
aid
process,"
Application, the 1995-1996 Aid
McDougal said. "Our staff, in
Federal Application for Federal Thoroughbreds.
"The seed was planted for conjunction with Dr. Don
StudentAid,astudentguideon
student financial aid programs, change in the fall when Dr. Robertson and John McDonald,
procedures and guidelines, and Alexander identified the need responded to the challenge and

thus finalized a major change
in the student financial aid procedure as well as financial aid
information."
McDougal said although
there are revisions of the packets each year, thiS is the first
major change in almost a
decade.
"It's a tremendous improvement over the past," he said.
The new packets, which have
already been mailed to 11,500
prospective students and 6,000
current-year students, will permit Murray State students to
apply for federal and state nonrepayable grants, low-interest
stuqent loans . and student
employment on campus.
The new packets are also
being mailed earlier to better
assist students in the application process.
This decision was also in
direct response to another one
of President Alexander's initiatives, McDougal said.
The
1995-1996 Student
Financial Aid packets are
available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, Sparks
Hall.

January 27

2:39 a .m. District Jail advised that Kentucky State Police had arrested
MSU student Rodney A. Phillips for Driving under the influence.
9:06 a.m. Ambulance dispatched to Faculty Hall. Harold Robertson,
professor of math and statistics, was transported to Murray Hospital
with possible heart problem.
January 28

12:10 a.m. Noise complaint behind Richmond Hall. Group dispersed
upon officers arrival.
7:31 a.m. Fire alarms in Mason and Ordway Hall went because of
power failure.
January 29

.
3:48 p.m. Washing machine overflowing on 2nd floor of Springer Hall.
7:47 p.m. Keys and other personal items stolen from a students vehicle parked in Curris Center parking lot.
9:25 p.m. Female reported being harassed by a male In the Curris
Center parking lot.
January 30.

1:1 3 a.m. Report of gun shots near Hester Hall. Nothing found .
5:07 p.m. Sean Sprouse reported his bicycle stolen from bike locker
near Hart Hall.
8:21 p.m. Tennessee State University student Adairyl Paylor was
arrested for alcohol intoxication and disorderly conduct. Paylor had
been warned several times to remain in his seat. He was abusive to
fans, officers and damaged the men's restroom door In Racer Arena.
Paylor was housed ln the Calloway District Jail.
9:10p.m. Donald Brent Smith, from Camden, Tenn, had been advised
previously to remain in his seat, he had been over enthused and created a problem with the game officials. Game officials ordered that Smith
be removed for the arena, when officers approached Smith he was
loud and abusive, jerked away from officers and did a little dance on
the court. He was charged with Disorderly conduct by Murray Police
and lodged In the Calloway District Jail.
9:36 p.m. Randall D. Ramey was assaulted at Racer Arena. The Incident is under lnvesttgation.

Student faces assault charge

January 31
1:27 p.m. James A. Jackson reported the theft of skid plates from under
his truck which was parked behind Richmond Hall.
5:55 p.m. Ambulance dispatched to Faculty Hall for sick student. They
were treated and released.

-.
Bv E.L. GoLD
SENIOl STAFF WRITER

A fonner Murray State student was
arrested last week and charged with fourth
degree assault, a misdemeanor, in connection with a shoving incident near the
Curris Center.
According to police reports, Thelma
Reed, sophomore from Paducah, was arguing with ·former boyfriend, Rasldell D.
Patterson, a freshman from Paducah last
semester, when the confrontation occurred

The argument progressed to violence as
Two witnesses, also Murray State stuReed and Patterson exchanged shoves.
dents, saw the incident, which occurred at
"He then picked her up and slammed her 3:35 p .m. Jan. 23.
down on the concrete," according to th e
Patterson returned to campus the next
report written by Public Safety officer night and was arrested by Public Safety
Robert LaMore.
officers at 1:04 a.m. Jan. 25.
Police say Patterson then left the scene.
He was released on $500 cash bond
According to the report, Reed complaineO. shortly after his arrest and was arraigned
of pain in the back of her head and was in Calloway County District Court the next
transJ>9rted to Murray~alloway County . day.
Hospital, where she was treated and ' He is scheduled for a pretrial conference
released.
Feb. 14.

February 1

1:43 p.m. Melissa D. Markham reported the theft of her purse from the
Blackbum Science Building. The purse was later recovered.
Racer Patrol - 9
Motorist assists - 7

1

_,1[1/omration for PDiictl Beat was gathered and compiiBd by the Murrsr~~
State News staff from materials available to the public at the POblic
Safety office.

YMCA

Aerobics/Fitness Schedule
12th Street B r anch Classes

759 -9622 & 759-9699
Monday
6 a .m.
Step-Rick

Tuesday
&a.m.
Step-Rick

10 a.m.•
Step
Heather

Fa~ Fitness
par
and totJ
(2-Syra)

10 a.m.•
Step
Heather

10 a .m.
Family Fitness

4:30 p.m.•
Lo Impact
High Intensity
Sally

4:30 p.m.•
Toning
Becky

4:30p.m.•
Lo Impact
High Intensity
Sally

4:30 p.m.•
Toning
Becky

5:30 p.m.•

5:30 p.m.•

Ste~
Heat er

Be y

5:30 p.m.•
Ste~
Heat er

5:30 p.m.•
Ste~
Bee

10 a.m.

.

St~

Wednesday

Thursday

6a.m.
Step-Rick

6 a .m.
Step-Rick

Friday

Saturday

9:30a.m.
&a.m.
Step· Rick Step· Becky
10 a.m.•
Step
Heather

..,.,U and Tota

(2-SY't)

10:30 a .m.•
Toning
Becky

4:30 p.m.•
Lo Impact
High Intensity
Sally

[1:30-8:30 p.m.
Men 50+ years

SPRING RUSH
Monday
Feb. 6

IFC Hotdogger
in the T-Room

Tuesday
Feb. 7

PJ's & Pizza Party
at the AXA house

8 - 11 p.m.

Wednesday
Feb. 8

Casino Night
at the AXA house

9 - 11 p.m.

7:30p.m.

Universi ty Branch Classes

75 3-4295

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

$100

per semester

2p.m.
Hillo Impact
Anna

9·10 a.m.
Women's
Fitness
1G-11 a.m.
Women's
Fitness
Sp.m.•
Advanced Slide
Heather

9-10 a.m.
Women's
Fitness
10..11 a.m.
Women's
Fitness
Sp.m.•
2p.m.
Hillo Impact Advanced Slide
Heather
Anna

3:3o-4:30 ~.m.
Fit for L fe

6p.m.•
Abdominals
Heather

3:3G-4:~ p.m.

5 p.m.*
Beginning Slide
Gary

6:30p.m.*

5 p.m.
, •
Beginning Slide
Gary

(10.13 Y'• old)

Ste~
Heater

6 p.m.•
Abdominals
Heather

Fit for Lrfe

(10.13 yn old)

Ste~
Heater

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
7:30-8:30 a.m.
Swim Lessons &
Lap Swim

8:30..9:3.0 a.m. 8:30..9:30 a.m.
Aqua F1tness Aqua Fitness

8:30..9ja.m.
Aqua ness

8:3()..9:30 a.m.
Aqua Fitness

9:30..10:30
8:3".Ja.:30
a.m.
Aqua Fitness Aqua Fitness

9:3~m0:30

Aqua · 1tness

8:3Q-1 0:30
Aqu:·miness

8:~9:30

p.m.

Aqua Fitness

8:~9:30

p.m.

Aqua Fitness

Note: The 1st two weeks of advanced reebok slide will be beginning slide also.
t) Babysitting provided

Financial assistance for those with financial aid.

per month

Thursday Shrimp-n-Brotherhood
7 - 9 p.m.
Feb. 9
2nd floor of People's Bank
(Semi-Formal dress)
Friday
Feb. 10

Cookout
at the AXA house

6 - 8 p.m.

6:30 p.m.*

Carr Health Classes

~t~~~sm&

$20

Saturday Smoker (Invitation Only)
Feb. 11
Curris Center Ballroom
(Formal Dress)

5 - 7 p.m.

Sunday
Feb. 12

1 - 4 p.m.

All Sports Day
(Location TBA)

For more information or a ride,
contact Shawn S mee
at 762-27 10 or 753-2060

I
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Better late than never

N EXT PLEASE•••

Housing moved quickly to s·olve shortage of male RAs
BY jONATHAN OLIVER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

E.l. Gold/Staff

Georp W. Gilmer, an Irregular student from Aurora. waits
his tum In the fee payment line during registration. Gilmer,
a semi-retired attorney originally from Sikeston, Mo.,
enrolled In a computer course to update his skills.

The Murray State University
Housing Office received a late
gift for the holidays, but it was
one they could have done without.
Within the first few weeks of
January, nine male resident
advisers had to be hired to fill
unexpected
vacancies
in
Richmond, Franklin and Hart
halls. But housing officials
were not too concerned.
"It is not uncommon that we
will open the spring semester
with spots open because people's plans change sometimes
from when they leave in
December and come back in
January," said Paula Hulick,
director of housing.
Hulick said some of the RAs
tentativeJy hired in the fall for
the spring semester did not
make the required 2.35 gradepoint average and were not
hired.
However, the number of
openings increased when several other RAs resigned.
Hulick said some of those
who resigned did so in order to
take other positions on campus
or elsewhere.
"It's like a lot of other things
right now," she said. "Students
are looking to have a variety of
experiences. There may be
another opportunity that comes
along, and that's good."

Mark Trout, a second-semes- culty presented to RAs when it
ter RA in Richmond Hall, comes to doing their jobs and
" Part of it is that any agreed that the job can be maintaining acceptable grades.
time you have a job stressful.
"Many students put studying
"It's as stressful as you want off to the last moment, and as
where youre living
be," he said. "You have to an RA, you can't do that," he
in the middle ofyour itbetowilling
to make time for said. "Basically, I tell people,
work, it can be
yourself. It's tough; it's not 'You need to plan for the problem areas.' We would rather
stressful.
" easy."
Hulick added that for those they be good students and then
Paula Hulick who can stick with it, the job is good RAs rather than good RAs
very rewarding.
and bad students."
"It's challenging to have to
Tad Mott, Hart Hall director,
work
among
your
peers,
and
it
noted
the importance of time
Hulick said she did not think
pay was part of the problem. really tests you to learn how management for an RA.
"You have to be a good time
She noted that RAs start at you can motivate people and
manager," he said. "Most RAs
$4.35 an hour and are paid for deal with people," she said.
20 hours a week, with the pos- . Jeffery Brown, the area coor- are involved in other activities
sibility of advancing to $4.60 an dinator for Hart, Franklin and as well. I don't think a lot of
Clark halls, said down-staffing people realize how difficult it is
hour during their second year.
Having to be a counselor for in the fall contributed to some for RAs to balance their time."
RAs quitting.
In order to prevent shortages
45 to 85 students; a "referral
"From
what
I've
gathered
in
the future, Brown said he
agency," watching out for and
the
RAs,
it's
hard
from
plans
to keep resumes of
finding help for anyone who
change
is
hard
for
many
peoprospective
RAs on hand.
needs assistance; a rules
ple,"
he
said.
"We're
finding
the
"We're
trying
to keep a
enforcer; a mediator; an enternew
RAs
who
didn't
experience
steady
pool
of
applicants
so
tainment and information
the
old
system
think
it's
no
big
that
when
positions
come
open
provider; an ensurer of safety; a
desk worker and a fellow resi- deal. The change, I think, had a we can find somebody," he said.
Trout said he believes if some
dent sometimes can be too lot to do with it."
Brown said monthly in-ser- more incentives were added to
much for a person to handle,
vices are held to address the the RA position it would help.
Hulick said.
problems the RAs could be havHe also said it would be ben"Part of it is that any time ing. Programs are presented on
eficial if the relationship
you11lve a job where you're liv- stress and time management
between Central Staff (director
v WU. middle of your work, and other related issues to help of
housing, the associate direcit can be atresaful," she said. the ~ deal with their respontor of housing, the assistant
~w've got. to be able to let it sibilities.
director of housing and the
u~ find a balance.
"(RAs) get really down a lot area coordinators) and the RAs
•&me RAa don't like feeling because the residents don't was more personalized.
like they can't be themselves appreciate them," he said.
"I think that's my biggest disBrown also stressed the diffi- appointment," he said.
aiUl hlilli looee/' -·;_
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Surprise your Valentine
with a balloon bouquet
or personalized card!

•

'H.-~~i(:/

J
"Legendaof
the Fall"

You'll get a big bear hug when you
show up with our Cupid Bear gift
ensemble! The cuddly bear comes ln
his own presentation bag,
which includes a milk chocolate
heart and matching balloons.

Leave no doubt in your
Valentine's mind! Put your
·sweetheart's name on the
front of your card with our
easy-to-use
Personalize it! computer.

(R)

"Street Fighter"
CPG-13)...,..:&/a
"Higher
Learning"
(R)

~AD

MORE

'1Iouseguest''
(PG)

BOOK-rJ-CARD ·~·

~'Junior"

CPG-13)

Chestnut Hills

'13t !J(jtu{ aruf Compassionate

759-9758

to ont. anotlitr, f01J!ivine
:..~. ·.::···:·.· ••

tadi otfur, just as in Cnrist
(jotlfOTJJaVt you.
'Epfu.sians 4:32

,.y

j::j~::;.~~::}r1-ne sisters in .9L{pfia s zg:·ma .9L{pfia
I .

J
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ptOUary present their outstanding pear{ members-

Wenay.91.fe~anaer

Julie r.Bucknan
7Lfona Criaer

.91.my (ji{{
.91.my X.nigftt
:Heather Lambert
Leigh Mafwney
~{{i Morris

~ORO
-COMICS
Student Owned & Operated
Next to Sporty's Grill
Hours
Monday-Wednesday

Lisa 'J(#fson
Sarali Ofiver
.91.my Ponaer

2:30-6 p.m.
Thurday & Friday

11 a.m. - 6 p.m .

Saturday

11 a.m.-5 p.m.

r;Bec/(tj ~nfrow
Jen!l(fwtfes
.91.manda Sclianda
'.Be{{itufa Slieetz
Penny Wifson

. :Jt.

r····Jc.e~~ooey···l
I

fJ!iank._you fTricia !l(icfrerson ant£ Carrie .9fshfor a wontferjut aruf ezy-emefy successju{ rush.
A"'LA love ant£ ours, ')'our sisters

:
:
i
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25% OFF

J

You choose the item - we'll take 25% off the
regular price! One item only. -~'"

I

: STORE HOURS:
• Mon .• Sat.
I

: 10 a.m. • 9 p.m.

!12:30 Sun.
·5:30p.m.
! 1~~1

(eo.a not Include gift c.nlllc:etM, c:t~~atog. •tyllng Mlon, gift
wrap,~·· or ••• or d..-.nce heme. May not be
r~ lor cash, ua~ b

payment on IIOOOUJ'Jt.,.or In

oombinalton wtlh eny other JCPenMy ooupon.) '

Good through Feb. 10
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Around the World
Interesting experiences enhance exchange to Kenya
BY AMY PONDER
STAff WRITER

Imagine, if you can, living in a third world
country for five months. In your town electricity
runs only four hours of the day and the water,
four hours if youare lucky. You have to bathe in
rivers and have to dress in your grungiest
clothes to keep from being mugged. You must
rely on buses with a capacity of 15 to 20 people
for transportation , where between 60 and 70
people ride at once, with people laying down,
hanging out the windows and riding on top,
accompanied by animals as well.
These events are not just scenarios, they are
merely the beginning of life that a Murray State
student learned during a foreign exchange in
Kenya. Nick Cheesman, sophomore from
Booneville, Ind., left the United States on Aug.
1, for what he miraculously refers to as an
"absolutely great experience."
The only language he found to be fluently spo·
ken was Swahili.
"No one knew English. It was mostly British
English, a mix of Swahili and their mother
tongue," he said. "You could travel not even 20 to
30 miles down the road, and the people would be
speaking an entirely different language."
Upon making his way to the Kenyatta
University, he soon came to realize that life was
going to be much different than he had expected.
He found that his classrooms were "nothing
more than a roof over your head." He said there
were smashed-in doors and windows, and the
floors were basically dirt. His bed was a piece of
plywood covered with a sheet and enclosed in a
minute area by three and a half walls.
He said classes consisted of a lecturer speaking
to 400 to 500 people in a room. And that student
riots, outbreaks and "weird things" would occur
on a regular basis. Sometimes lecturers did not
show up at all.
"The lecturers are so irritated with the government, with the education system and with their
pay, that they just don't come to teach class,"
Cheesman said.
"Mob justice is a big thing over there, especially in Kenya," Cheesman said. "They have taken
on the tradition from Johannesburg South

(Le ft) Nick Che esman stands In line at
the Kenyatta University cafe teria.
Dinner Is served for only IS minutes for
the I 0,000 students living on campus.
(Bottom) Cheesman stands In front of a
hut In Bungoma. Ke nya.
Photos courtesy of Nick Cheesman

· Africa."
He said the government was so corrupt that
they could fine people for any type of regulation,
which often meant making something up.
One of the "most traumatic" experiences
Cheesman remembered, was being awaken by
his friends at 6 a.m. to go outside.
"I walked outside and there's a body there that
had been burnt," he said. "They l\ad beat and
burnt two students that they thought were stealing stuff. This is what they do with their

England provides
exciting changes
BY A NGELA ScHADE
COt.LEGE LIFE EDITOR

To visit another country as a student is an experience all
in itself, but to be able to interview some of that country's
most notable people is a chance of a lifetime.
Christy Haire, junior from Owensboro, was able to do this
during her trip to England last semester. Then an electronicjumalism major, she worked at the campus radio station
which enabled her to speak to members of Parliament and
JoAnne Conway, a British Olympic figure skater.
· Haire stayed at the University of Sunderland in
Sunderland, England, from Sept. 16 through Dec. 12. She
lived with about nine other international and British students in what was called a block or flat.
"The university is not as good as Murray State," she said.
If you want to take a class, you have to go to that depart·
ment, they put your name on a post-it and stick it on the
wall, Haire said.
"I had to wait four hours to get my name on the university list," Haire said. "They don't have the computer system
we do."
Haire took three modules, or classes, which is considered
full·time there. She said she had one class that met at two
different times, once for lecture and once for a discussion
seminar. Another class lasted from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. with
three breaks for hot drinks.
"This was a good opportunity to get away from Murray
State for the semester at the same price," Haire said. "I got
the chance to see the world and visit historical sites."
Haire said she was able to see famous sites such as
Stonehenge and the city of Bath.
She said she talked to other international etude$ there
and found out about their countries. They all knew English
well because they started learning it at the primary school
level, she said.
"The whole experience was unusual," Haire said.
was a
culture shock when I got over there."
"The teachers were hard to understand," Haire said. "They
use a different dialogue."
Haire said she traveled every weekend to other areas.
"Amsterdam was a major eye opener," she said .
"Prostitution and drugs are legal. You can go to a certain
restaurant, ask for a special menu and order drugs off of it."
Haire said she also visited London and Paris, France.
"It was a great experience. More people should take
advantage of it," Haire ·said. "I learned more there than all
my time here at Murray State. I saw things I could only look
at in books here."

"'t

'

thieves."
"One of them tried to run away so they cut
both their feet off. You could smell the bodies for
like the next four days," he said. "The police did
not question anyone nor did anyone clean up the
bodies. I juat couldn't believe it. I was like, this
could happen to me."
However, despite the strange behavior, the
poverty stricken lifestyle and the fear that was
imposed upon him, Cheesman did not turn back.
"The experience of going to a third world coun-

try was amazing. It was so great just to see the
other side," he said. "Once we went for five days
without any water at all at the university.
Things that we don't even think about, mean so
much to them."
Cheesman said be went home with friends
during the semester who lived in huts and survived totally off the land.
Nourishment was provided for one tribe and
Cheesman by eating white termites that crawled
from the ground after the rain.
While staying with another tribe, the Maasai,
in South Kenya, the only nourishment was a
mixture of cow's blood and milk for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
From the time he left Kenyatta University in
October, until he returned to the United States
in December, he hitchhiked across countries and
experienced a life, which most could never imagine firsthand.
He traveled across Kenya, South Africa,
Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Malawi and Tanzania.
'"The things I got to see and the friends I made
along the way, were great," he said.
Cheesman. said he got stuck along the side of
the road in Mozambique, surrounded by land
mines, for two days with almost no food.
"It was such an experience," he said. "Getting
in with the people, I experienced so much that I
could never have learned from a tour or text
book. People can go there and see a totally different side, if they're going the tourist route. You
can spend tons of money and never see the
things I saw."
Although the exchange program to Kenya has
been taken out of the international exchange
program at Murray State, Cheesman does not
regret his experience.
"I would really like to encourage anyone who is
in the slightest hit interested in studying abroad
to go talk to Linda Bartnik," he said.
·she's juat .r.ee.Uy, a ~j.. lady. .Mu17~ State
has a wonderful program for both intematiotial
and national exchanges that I really wish more
students would take advantage of."
Cheesman will give a presentation over his
experiences in Kenya sometime in March.

Student keeps ties with host family
BY MICHAEL D. )OHNSON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

A Murray State student luckily missed
the devastation left behind by the recent
earthquake in Japan near Kansai Gaidai
University.
Lee Lingo, senior from Louisville,
attended Kansai Gaidai University in the
city of Hirakata, Japan, four months as an
exchange student.
"I was at the Kansai Gaidai University
for a semester," Lingo said. "I studied
Japanese reading, writing and speaking as
well as a Japanese style management
course."
Lingo is not a stranger to foreign countries.
"I had been out of the country before," he
said. "I went on an exchange before to
England, but I left early so that I could go
down to visit Italy, Germany and
Switzerland."
There were just a few differences Lingo
noticed while in Japan.
"The most noticeable thing to me was
religion," Lingo said. "In America, you are
in a Christian country, and in Japan you
are in a non-Christian country."
Lingo also noticed firsthand just how
honest people are.
"You can drop your wallet on the subway
in most cities, and come back to look for it
a few days later and it will still be in the
same place with everything in it," Lingo
said.
AB far as other differences, Lingo said
Japa.n looked no different than anywhere
else.
''The cities there are just as modem as
they are here in the states," Lingo said.
Life at a Japanese college is much different than here at Murray State.
"The Japanese are more serious about
classes," Lingo said. "When I was in
England, I had time to skip class every
now and then and go sightseeing, but I didn't do that in Japan."
Lingo stayed in a dormitory for a week
when he arrived in Japan.

Photo courtesy of Lee Lingo
Lee Lingo and his host family mother, Mrs. Yamaaucci, stand In front of the Golden
Pavilion, a te mple In japan.
"After that week was up, I applied for Lingo said. "You could see the ripples in
home stay, which places you in a home the floor and in a few seconds it was over."
with a J apanese family," Lingo said.
"There was another exchange student in
Lingo became quite close to his Japanese the class whose parents had come to visit
family.
and they were from New York, and they
"They were a middle-aged couple and thought that it was just a big truck going
their son and I were the same age," Lingo past," Lingo said.
said. "We did a lot of things together while
Another one happened while Lingo and
I was there, and they showed me just how some friends were on a trip to Tokyo,
well I was accepted into their family, as Japan. "We were sitting in a restaurant
well as my friends from the university."
eating and one happened," Lingo said.
Lingo was fortunate enough not to be in
Lingo's Japanese family was not harmed
Japan during the recent devastating earth· by the earthquake.
quake that claimed the lives of more than
"It took five days to finally reach them
5,000 people.
and when I did, they said that they were

"I had oeen home a month when the
earthquake happened," Lingo said.
The earthquake was most destructive in
the city of Kobe, Japan, which was an
hour's drive from Kansai Gaidai
University where Lingo attended school.
While in Japan, Lingo experienced his
first earthquake.
"We were in class and one occurred,"

fine, the house was fine and where they
worked was fine," Lingo said.
Lingo encourages exchange programs.
"If you have ever considered doing an
exchange, you should go for it," he said.
"You get a chance to see another country,
and you also learn a newer respect for the
country outside of what you might already
know."
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Foxworthy brings act to campus
Foxworthy's act also contains
material based on the relationships between males and
females. He tries to appeal to
both genders by approaching
the truth as both sides see it,
without demeaning either sex.

STAff RIPoaT

"'You Might Be A Redneck,
If ..." will echo through Racer
Arena when Jeff Foxworthy
performs at Murray State,
Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Foxworthy tours 48 weeks
out of the year. He has two
Showtime specials, six bestselling books and a compact
disc bearing the infamous "You
Might Be a Redneck If . . ."
title.
His newest book, "Games
Rednecks Play," makes fun of
the 1996 Olympics which will
be held in Atlanta. One of the
games described in the book is
"Bottle Throwing - tossing bottles at speed limit signs from a
moving pickup."
Foxworthy's act is based on
what he knows best, since he
grew up in Georgia's Southern
culture. He gave up a $30,000-

Opening for Foxworthy will
be comedian Mitch Mullany.

Jeff Foxworthy
a-year job with IBM to pursue
his comedy career.
Foxworthy has won several
comedy contests such as Great
Southeastern Laff-Off, PepsiCola La.ff-Off and the Coors
Laff-otr. In 1990, he won the
American Comedy Award for
Stand-Up Comic of the Year
and opened for such acts as
Garth Brooks and the Judds.

Reserved seats are $20 and
general admission tickets are
$15. Tickets can be charged at
the Student Government
Association office at 762-6951.
Tickets are also available at
Sunset Boulevard, Murray;
Disc Jockey in Kentucky Oaks
Mall,
Paducah;
Betsy's
Hallmark, Benton; Music Barn,
Mayfield; and the University of
Tennessee at Martin student
center.
The performance is sponsored by the Murray State
University Center Board.

BY MANDY WOLF

BY ANGEL fAIRBANKS

Warm

STAFF WitTER

While some people celebrated the new year at parties or
Dick Clark in New York, Amanda Haynes was
studying in London.
Haynes, a sophomore from Fulton, traveled to London as
part of the Center for Cooperative Study in Britain. In order
to receive her honors diploma, Haynes was required to
study overseas.
"' always wanted to go to London," Haynes said. She studied theater, the SAT 341 equivalent at Murray State. She
observed six plays, and was required to write a critique for
each. She will receive three credit hours.
The two-week trip was not all study. Three days allowed
the students to travel to other parts of England.
She said the most exciting part of her trip was visiting
Trafalgar's Square, located in the heart of London. She celebrated New Year's there, though her group had been warned
to stay away from it.
Haynes stayed in the West End of London, but she was
able to visit much of the city.
Tile trip cost around $2,000, which included airfare, hotel
expenses and sightseeing fees.
'Td recommend it to anyone who wanted to go," she said.
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Non-traditional and commuter students have the opportunity to enjoy extra activities
with their families throughout
the semester planned by the
University Center Board non·
traditional
representative
Laura Ballard.

wa~

.

Ballard said she has made
attempts to accommodate all
the diverse students she represents this semester by offering
a variety of events.
One of the most expressed
desires from the students was
to include their families.
WJ'here had been an interest
expressed about this," Ballard
said. "So, I talked to Mr. (Jim)
Baurer about it and this is
what we came up with."
The first program Ballard
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Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Students may feel like dancing when they see the words "Bump Slow" written on University
Drive.

UCB plans non-traditional, commuter eveDts

Student earns credit in London
STAFF

DANCIN' IN THE STREETS

implemented began Jan. 22,
Fun Day. The Currie Center
Game Room will be open from 2
to 5 p.m. on every other Sunday
through the end of April. Nontraditional and commuter students and their families will be
allowed unlimited bowling and
pool for $2. Students must
show their Racer ID cards in
the Game Room and get their
families' and their own hands
stamped.
and
Non-traditional
Commuter Student Week is
scheduled for March 5 - 10. The
week wi11 begin with Fun Day.
Information tables will be set
up March 6 in the Dance
Lounge of the Curris Center
and staff and faculty will be on
hand to answer any questions
or concerns. students may have.
A Disney movie will be shown
at 6:30 p.m. March 7 in ,the

Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.
Entries will be taken March 8
in the Curris Center for a drawing, to be announced later. Fun
Night will be 6 to 8 p.m. March
9 in the Game Room. Free food
and $100 worth of video game
tokens will be distributed to
those who attend.
A new event Ballard hopes
will become an annual one is
the Little Miss and Mr. MSU
Pageant.

The Pageant will be held 5:30
p.m. April 1 in the Currie
Center Theater.
"' planned this event because
I thought everyone likes to
show off their kids," Ballard
said. "What I would hope to see
next year is a Ms. MSU
Pageant."
Ballard said a Ms. MSU
Pageant would offer married
women and single mothers the
chance to be in a pageant. '

Students, faculty and staff
are welcome to enter their children in the pageant. Four age
divisions will be judged, including newborns to 15 year olds.

The UCB is cosponsoring Dog
Days April 14, with the Never
Ever Too Old Club. Free hot
dogs and soda will be offered to
students, faculty a.n d staff in
the Quad.

A $10 entry fee is required for
children of Murray State
University students, faculty
and staff and a $20 entry fee is
required for the public.

An Easter Egg Hunt for all
the children of MSU students, ·
faculty and staff will be held on
April 15. The time ana location
will be announced later.
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Everything yQu need for that
special Valentine
Monday, Feb. 6

7:3op.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 7

7 p.m.

Helium-filled Valentine Balloons
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Wednesday, Feb. 8

a

Thursday, Feb. 9

l• Come early f?r a wide selection of Valentine cards.
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Select a stuffed animal for your
special someone.
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Mazda Protege changes for· 1995
The all new Mazda Protege is
a small car with the Midas
touch.
Formerly known as the
Mazda 323 sedan, the new
Protege has been massaged to
have a new identity in the
small sedan
market.
,..._ _ _ _"""
T
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e BUYING

Protege came G U 1DE
along after 1 - - - - - - - 1
Mazda's loss
last year of MICHAEL D.
over
$425 jOHNSON
million
in L - - - - - - '
automobile sales. Mazda 323
sales, as well as Mazda 626
sales, have not been very
strong this past year. In order
to improve the situation, the
Protege came about.
Styled like its big sister car
the Mazda Millennia, the
Protege is a very nice looking
car. The competition is stiff in
its market with the birth of the

ear•om.r

1995 Mazda Protege

Dodge Neon, but Mazda
believes that they will sell their
projected volume of 85,000 of
the cars.
The Protege comes in three
models. The DX and LX model
have much in common because
they share a 1.5 liter DOHC
four cylinder engine that puts
out 92 horsepower. The top-of-

the-line model is the ES, which
comes with a 1.8 liter DOHC
four cylinder which churns out
122 horsepower.
Standard features on the DX
and LX models are your basic
AMIFM stereo system, air conditioning and 5-apeed manual
transmission. The ES model
comes loaded with 14 inch tires

Center offers support groups
BY MAGGIE CARTER
SINIOI STAFF WRITER

The other support group is called the
"superwomen group• which helps women deal
with stress. Barrett said since many women
have multiple roles, this group will help them
with stress management.

The Women's Center will continue to offer
two support groups for the community and
Murray State students.
"We have had requests in the paat and
. The first support group is for survivors of
&busive relationships. Kim Barrett, counselor opportunity allowed itself, so we started the
and director of the Women's Center, said she group," Barrett said.
hopes to meet three goals with the support
She said this group will cover such issues as
group - to provide emotional support, look at perfectionism, aaaertiveness, relaxation and
patterns of behaviors that have led to involve- stress management.
ment and enhance and deal with self confidence and esteem.
"This will give women skills to live a less
hectic
life and manage stresa,• Barrett said.
• "We saw several people who are affected by
this issue," Barrett said.
Barrett said this will be an open group and
Barrett said people in abusive relationships no registration is necessary.
~e often embarrassed and this group will
help them feel they are not alone.
The support group meetings will be in Room
' She said the group will meet through the 201 of Ordway Hall.
semester, but anyone interested needs to regBarrett said the groups will meet nightly.
ister now because later in the semester people
For more information call 762-3016.
will not be allowed in.

with standard all wheel disc
brakes with the anti-lock system, sports seats and a whole
list of power features such as
windows and the much loved
power sunroof option.
Fuel economy increased nine
percent for the new Protege.
This was accomplished by
improving the perfonnance and
output of the four cylinder
engines in the new models.
Prices for the new Protege
are competitive, though they
place the car at the higher end
of ita competitive market,
which is well above the price
for the Dodge Neon.
Base models start at $12,240
for the DX, $13,750 for the LX
and $16,750 for a nicely loaded
ES model.
For those who are in the market for a very nice car with the
features you want and a very
attractive price, then check out
the Mazda Protege.

HITTING THE BOOKS

E.L. Gold/Staff

Beth Henman, senior' fr'om North Haven, Conn., tt-les to
catch up on her' studies in Waterfield Llbr'ar-y.

Services provide assistance
iJl personal improvement
BY MAGGIE CARTER
SENIOII STAff

Wann

The Counseling and Testing
Center will offer support
groupe on usertiveness, adult
children of dysfunctional families and adults with attention
deficit disorders.
.
Jane Etheridge, counselor at
the Counseling and Testing
Center, said the group on
aaaertiveness will help improve
communication skills and the
expression of needs and opinions with the consideration of
others. She said it is important
to know the difference between
aggression and assertiveness.
"In college this is a problem
· ~ aDd a real concern," she said.
She said the group will interact in role playing and become

comfortable with others.
"We have offered this group
before and it was very popular,"
Etheridge said.
The first meeting will be from
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. Thursday in
Room 301 of Ordway Hall.
Those interested can call 7626856
Etheridge said the group for
adult children of dysfunctional
families will cover topics relevant to different forms of
abuse, relationships, denial,
emotions, anger management
and setting limits, as well as
other related topics. She said
those interested in attending
this group must register and
arrange an individual interview. The first meeting will be
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Feb. 14 in
Room 301 of Ordway Hall.

"We will do activities and
some role playing exercises,"
Etheridge said.
For the first time, the
Counseling
and
Testing
Center, in conjunction with the
Learning Center, will offer a
group called the "Not So Young
and Restless." Etheridge said
this group is for adults with
attention deficit disorders. She
said this problem is usually
related to childhood.
"Forty percent of those who
have been diagnosed as children grow up to have problems," Etheridge said.
The group will meet from 34 p.m. Wednesday in the
Learning Center. No registration is needed and the prQgnlm
will continue through Spring
Break.

•

Sigma Pi
Rush
1903 Coldwater Rd.

For a ride call
753-9030
•

The Sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi
would like to Welcome our new
Alpha members to the First and Finest!
We are so glad to have you all for sisters!
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ovc
can fly

without
Eagles
With the new standards
for football scholarship funding set by Ohio Valley
Conference athletic directors
and agreed
upon by SPORY.S
school
presi·
d e n t s , t-------t
Morehead MJKE
S t a t e 0HSTROM
could be ...___ _ _ ____.
pushed out of the OVC in
football, if not altogether.
Even though the Golden
Eagles wiJl be able to dole
out the minimum of 47 out of
the limit of 63 football scholarships for the 1995 season,
Morehead State assembled a
committee on Thursday to
address the issue. If the committee
concludes
that
Morehead State cannot meet
the requirement, then they
must petition the OVC for
reduced-scholarship football
and to stay in the league in
other sports.
OVC commissioner Dan
Beebe must be singing Dylan
these days: "The Times, They
Are A-Changing."
Apparently, the OVC is
going to get caught up in the
trend of conference realignment as well, although not to
the same effect as that of
more ma.jor conferences.
However, the loss of
Morehead State's football
program would be more like
a paper cut than a chink in
the annor of the OVC. In
fact, the absence of the
Golden Eagles alone would
strengthen the conference,
as it would improve the
schedules of the eight
remaining teams by replacing a patsy with a fourth
non-conference opponent,
against which a league team
can gain more national
recognition with a win.
Remember, Murray State
crushed Morehead in the
Eagles' backyard 45-6.
departure
of
The
Morehead State would also
open up the possibility of
adding another school to the ,
OVC fold for football only.
Despite the fact that the conference presidents did not
even address the topic at the
annual NCAA convention,
Western Kentucky has
expressed much interest in
such a deal. The Hilltoppers,
having made inroads into the
OVC by beating Eastern
Kentucky 24-21 in Richmond
and routing the Racers 39-13
at Stewart Stadium last
year, have outgrown the
gridiron-challenged Sun Belt
Conference under coach Jack
Harbaugh, and would make
the OVC a force in Division
I-AA football.
Besides, it is not the end of
the world to have universities not participate in all conference sports. Take the Big
East conference, for example. While perennial basketball power Georgetown does
not even have a football
team, pigskin contenders
Rutgers and West Virginia
shoot hoops in the Atlantic
Ten and Virginia Tech hits
the hardcourt in the Metro
Conference. This conference
has not lost its edge, but
instead
has
greatly
improved, as will the OVC.
In a decade when money
and competition have all but
Wiped out the tradition of
sports, OVC fans can take
heart in the fact that the
potential loss of Morehead
State football could only lead
to a change for the better.

TALK

Never
say die!
jud Cook /Photo Editor

Down 12 points with less than two minutes remaining In the game against
Austin Peay Saturday at Racer Arena. Murray State's men's basketball team cut
the Governors lead to 79-78 with only seconds left. Junior guard Marcus Brown
(above left) heaves a desperation shot toward the basket before junior forward
Greg Anderson (above) tips In Brown's missed shot as time expires.
Triumphant Racer players (left) celebrate the comeback victory, while the exuberant MSU fans go wild over the 80-79 miracle win.

Tigers aiDbush Racers 72-65
BY ScOTT NANNEY
SPOR'fS

EoITOt -
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Murray State University's Racer
When Murray State and Tennessee
squad
traveled
Sta,te meet on the basketball court, it is basketball
a good bet\the game will be an exciting Wednesday night to Cape
one.
Girardeau, Mo., where they
And Monday night's game at Racer defeated Southeast Missouri
Arena proved to be no different.
State University 83-79.
In a rematch of Tennessee State's 7876 win Jan. 23 in Nashville, the Tigers to jump out to a 6-0 lead.
came from behind for a 72-65 victory to
But the Tigers responded quickly with
earn a regular se~son sweep of the 10 unanswered points for a 10-6 lead.
Racers.
Most of the first half was an offensive
Hoping to pull even with the Tigers in struggle for both squads with Tennessee
the Ohio Valley Conference standings, State at 31 percent on 10 of 32 shooting
the Racers dropped to a 12-6 overall while Murray State made 10 of 37 field
record and a 5-3 mark in league play goals for 27 percent shooting.
while TSU improved to 14-3 overall and
In a closely-contested first half, the
8-1 in the conference.
two squads were even at 28-28 at half"Obviously, we're a long ways back time.
"The first half, I think we played hard
because of a home loss," said Racer head
coach Scott Edgar. "I think if things and I think we wanted to do so well that
take their normal course, they'll win it we rushed a lot of things," Edgar said.
The second half started out much the
(the OVC) outright.''
Looking to exact revenge, the Racers same as the first half had, with the
came out strong early on with baskets Racers taking control early.
Racer guard Marcus Brown started
from William Moore, Vincent Rainey
and Fred Walker in the game's flrst 1:53 the half with a three-point basket fol-

lowed by a pair of three-pointers from
Moore and Matt Harris as the .Raeers
outscored the Tigers 15-4 to take a 4633lead.
Even though the Racers pulled out to
a big lead, Edgar was not happy with
his team's shot selection.
"Even when we got the lead, there
were some shots that I didn't think were
good shots," he said.
The Racers looked as though they
were primed to run away with the
game, but the Tigers roared back with a
12-3 run to cut the Murray State advantage to 49-45 with 10:03 left in the
game.
While the Racers were on the ropes,
the Tigers regained the lead with a
championship-like 14-3 run for a 60-54
advantage. One in which MSU would
not recover from.
After the decisive run, the Racers
would get no closer than six points as
the Tigers ran out the clock for the final
·
margin of 72-65.
Forward Greg Anderson said that
defensive lapses in the second half was
critical for the Racers.
"We had a defensive breakdown and

·Lady Racers upset SEMO
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSIST~NT SPORTS EDITOR

Jud Cook/Photo Ed1tor

Freshman guard Shonta Hunt begins the Lady Racers' half-court
offense in a 79-59 loss to Austin Peay Saturday at Racer Arena.

After two disappointments at
home, the Murray State
University women's basketball
team rebounded to pull off an
80-77 overtime upset of
Southeast Missouri State
Wednesday in Cape Girardeau,
Mo., giving the Lady Racers
their first conference win of the
season in nine tries.
The Lady Racers improved
their record to 3-16 on the
strength of freshman guard
Shonta Hunt's 18 points, seven
rebounds, eight assists and
three steals; freshman guard
Chase Smith's 17 points on 3of-4 shooting from three-point
range; and sophomore forward
Stephanie Minor's 16 points
and nine rebounds.
The Lady Racers outshot the
Otahkians ·at a clip of 50 percent from the field, and added
19 of 24 from the charity stripe
in erasing a 39-31 halftime
deficit before putting SEMO
away 11-8 in the extra period.
This outstanding performance follows two lackluster

they hit some three-pointers," he said. "I
think the fans are disappointed, but we
just have to take the good with the bad
and come back tomorrow with our heads
together."
One major part of the Racer loss was
the fact that Brown, who hit on five of
17 field goal attempts for 17 points, was
never really a factor in the game.
"I didn't think when the time was
right, the ball was in his hands enough,"
Edgar said. "You can say that about any
of our losses.''
Brown said the Tigers came away
with a win because they executed well.
"They just made a good run and did
the things they had to do to win the
game," he said.
Perhaps the biggest factor in the
game was Tiger· point guard Tim
Horton, who scored a game-high 26
points and played a big part his team's
second half comeback.
"I think that every team that wins a
championship has a player like him,"
Edgar said. "When the game was on the
line, the ball was in his hands and he
made the plays."

80~77

efforts at Racer Arena over the
weekend. The Lady Racers
struggled in vain to achieve
any kind of positive results in
back-to-hack routs, falling 7959 to Austin Peay State on
Saturday before losing to
Tennessee State 82-57.
Head coach Eddie Fields has
finally got the luck to fall on
the side of his team, which has
hobbled vallantly through
countless injuries to get a win
so well deserved. In the midst
of an 11-game losing streak,
the Lady Racers improved
greatly despite the fact that
their limited success never
seemed to come easily.
"The breaks you get are the
ones you make," Fields said.
''We're not aggressive enough,
and we've got to make things
happen and force the issue."
Smith, who contributed
seven points in the defeat to
the Lady Tigers, has been the
Lady Racers' best shooter,
going 25 of 60 from downtown
in 19 games while adjusting to
her role in the starting lineup.
At one point during the first
half against Tennessee State,

"

in OT

MSU's offense was clicking as
Smith broke free for five
straight points. However, the
Lady Racers could not take
advantage of Smith's streak
shooting before TSU slowly
pulled away.
"'t seems like we'll have a
spurt, but when we turn it over,
we lose our momentum,n Smith
said.
Still, with all the distractions
of a rough season, the young
Lady Racer squad has gathered
much experience, and is in
position to better their records
from last year, when Murray
State finished 6-20. placing last
with a 2-14 OVC mark.
"Everybody is improving
every game, and people are filling in and stepping up when we
need them to," said junior center Melissa Collins.
The Lady Racers will next
take a trip to face Eastern
Kentucky at 1 p.m. Saturday,
followed by a road game
against Morehead State at 4:30
p.m. Monday. The squad's next
home
game
will
bring
Tennessee Tech to town at 5:45
p.m., Feb. 11 in Racer Arena.
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.Nutt picks Cherry fro111 Arkansas
Former Razorback • QB transfers after Ford's change of offensive philosophies
BY ScoTT NANNEY

s.ons Eonat
When the Murray State
University football squad takes
the field for the first time next
September, there will be a new
face lining up behind center for
the Racers.
That face will belong to
sophomore Mike Cherry, a
native ofTexarkana, Ark.
The 6' 4" 220 pound Cherry,
who transferred to MSU after
the fall semester at the
University of Arkansas, will
battle for the starting quarterback job with juniors Benji
Bona and Herman Taylor.
During his first year at

Arkansas, Cherry worked with also required a change in quarcurrent Racer head coach terbacks.
"'Their offensive scheme was
Houston Nutt, who served as
receivers coach for the to use one back sets, four wide
receivers and throw the ball,"
Razorbacks from 1990-92.
"Coach Nutt my first year Cherry said. "We were beaded
there was a receivers coach and in that direction until they
I had a real good relationship hired Danny Ford. Ford estabwith him," Cherry said.
lished the option attack and
At Arkansas this fall, Cherry that didn't fit my strengths.
"When I saw that, I felt like
was scheduled to start the
Razorback's season opener Coach Ford was not going to be
against Southern Methodist able to make a change to suit
University, but Arkansas head me."
coach Danny Ford decided to
While Ford decided against
start Barry Lunney instead.
starting Cherry, Cherry decidFord decided to change offen- ed to transfer, but not because
sive schemes from Cherry's of a disagreement between him
strength, a pro style offense, to and Ford.
an option attack. This change
"His belief and his philosophy

didn't agree with what I agree
with, but we didn't have any
misunderstanding,"
Cherry
said. "The reason I chose to
leave Arkansas is mainly
because football-wise, I wasn't
happy there."
Upon deciding to transfer,
Cherry chose Murray State for
its football program and Nutt.
"When I decided I wanted to
leave Arkansas, I heard he
(Nutt) had a job here," he said.
"I came here and liked what I
saw in the school and in the
program. The town of Murray
and the people of Murray really
seem excited about the athletic
program and football team."
Another factor in Cherry's

decision was the style of offense
Nutt runs at Murray State.
"The offensive scheme and.
the things I look to do is exactly what Coach Nutt looks to
do," he said.
While at Murray State,
Cherry hopes he can be a leader
on the field for the Racers.
"My goal is basically to establish myself as a leader and
show the guys I want to fit in,"
he said. "I want to find a job on
the team and I feel like my ablities and what Coach Nutt is
going to be able to do, that I
will be able to play."
Cherry, who is majoring in
exercise and minoring in biology, hopes to get the opportunity

to play professionally, but will
look to go into sports medicine
if a pro career is not possible.
Even though Cherry has left
the
spotlight
of
the
Southeastern Conference and
transferred to the lower-profile
Ohio Valley, he still believes he
has a good chance of playing at
the next level.
"My dreams still are to one
rday play at the next level,• be
said. "I've got just as good a
chance here as anywhere
because pro scouts look at your
ability and what you've done in
the past. So if I come here and
play and do well, they'll see
that. Wherever you play, they'll
fmd you."

..

Twelve players sign· to play for Racers
.
.

STAFF REPORT

The Murray State University football team addressed its needs
Wednesday on the first day of the
national letter-of-intent signing period
by adding 12 players.
The Racers, who lost two wide
receivers, three offensive linemen and
. four other seniors from last fall's 5-6
squad, added size and speed for the
1995 season.
"We had to get real ~pecialized in
what we were doing," said head coach
Houston Nutt. "We have to zero in on
our needs. We needed some help at
defensive line and a wide receiver. We
needed another cover corner to go with
William Hampton and we feel like the
kids that we signed today will help us
in those areas."
Eight of the 12 newcomers will be
freshmen, while the other four are
junior college transfers.
The new Racers include:
• Jason Williams, a 6'2", 240-pound
defensive lineman from Hopkinsville
who was named all-area by the
Evansville Courier, to the All-State
team by the Kentucky New Era and

received a second-team all-state selection by the Associated Press. Williams
was · also a two-time All-Western
Kentucky Conference award winner at
Christian County High School, an
honor student with a 3.7 grade point
average and scored a 28 on his ACT.
• Buddy Butler, a 6'4", 270-pound
offensive tackle from Madisonville,
was a third-team aU-state selection.
He was also named to the Courier
Journal Top 50, voted his team's best
offensive lineman and most improved
player, president of the student council at 'Madisonville North Hopkins
High School and an Eagle Scout.
• Jesse Jones, a 6'0", 175-pound wide
receiver from Greensville, Miss., who
averaged 18.1 yards per catch by hauling in 30 receptions for 542 yards and
three touchdowns at Mississippi Delta
Community College last season. He
also averaged 22.3 yards on kickoff
returns, rushed 20 times for 97 yards,
and was named to the Mississippi AllStar game.
• John Stevens, a 6'1•, 190-pound
quarterback/defensive back from
Princeton, who was named All-WKC
for two years, an honorable mention

• Myron Newton, a 6'0", 205-pound • Kevin Soward, a 5'11", 160-pound
running back from Douglas, Ga., will cornerback from Blytheville, Ark.,
I cannot wait to see this
also have two years of eligibility after who played quarterback, wide receiver
new group of Racers in the transferring from Georgia Military and defensive back for Blytheville
(all. I thin'k they are going College. He averaged 6.6 yards per High School. AB a quarterback he
to mean a lot to our foot- carry while rushing for 7 45 yards on threw for 650 yards and 10 touch112 attempts and scored eight touch- downs and also ran for 616 yards. He
ball program.
was named first-team all-conference,
downs.
" • Otis Steen, a 6'0", 212-pound run- first-team all-state, and also plays
ning back from Pine Bluff, Ark., who basketball.
Houston Nutt runs a 4.5 40-yard dash. He rushed for • Clifton Branch,
.. a 6'2", 185-pound
more than 2,000 yards in his last two wide receiver from Samford, Fla., who
seasons at Pine Bluff High School.
all-state, and a two time MVP. He • Chris Sutton, a 6'0", 175-pound cor- was named all-district and an honorable mention all-state pick. He caught
threw for more than 1,100 yards in ner back from Garden City, Ga., who
1993 and 1994 and led his team in was a first-team all-region and a first- 26 passes as a wide receiver, rushed
for 468 yards as a quarterback and
tackles in 1994. He was also a member team all-city selection for Groves High
had
three interceptions at free safety.
of the National Honor Society at School. He had 46.5 tackles last year,
Caldwell County High School.
34 of which were solo, three intercep- • Mathias Vavao, a 6'5", 280-pound
• Donald Hitson, a 6'1", 181-pound tions, three pass breakups, and a punt defensive lineman from Newark,
Calif., is a big, quick player and is
free safety from Valdosta, Ga., who return for a touchdown.
expected
to provide immediate help on
had 45 tackles, three interceptions, • Willy Van Corder, a 6'6.., 290-pound
th~
Racer
defense. MSU coaches like
five pass breakups, and scored two offensive tackle from Pontotac, Miss.,
his
size
and
speed.
touchdowns for Georgia Military who was the Division I-3A offensive
College last season. He also played in lineman of the year. He was named
Coach Nutt is very excited about his
the North-South All-Star game, was all-state by the Mississippi Sports new recruits.
·
an aU-state and all-area pick at Writers and was an iill-area selection
I cannot wait to see this new group
Valdosta High, and was named honor- by the Tupelo Daily Journal. He was of Racers in the fall," he said."! think
able mention by USA Today. Hitson also a member of the Junior Honors they are going to mean a lot to our
will have two years of eligibility left.
football program."
Society and an Eagle Scout.
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Curris Center Gameroom

Pool ExhibitiOn
Featuring

ossman
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Professional
Pool
Friday, Feb. 3
2 & 7 p.m.
If you have any questions or need a ride call
Mike Rhodes (753-6204) or Bubba Rust (753-8885).

Free Admission
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SPORTS

Rifle team aims for NCAA
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
A~SIST ANT Sl'oRTS EDITOR

In their last meet before
NCAA sectionnls, the Murray
State University rifle team
placed fourth among topranked foes while hosting the
Roger Withrow Invitational
Saturday at the Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range at Stewart
Stadium.
The meet featured a major
upset of defending national
champion Alaska-Fairbanks by
the University of Kentucky.
The upstart Wildcats, steadily
climbing up the ladder toward
building a major program, shot
down
UAF
6190-6153.
Tennessee Tech placed third
with a total of 6149, while the

Racers, led by senior Benjie
Belden and freshman Iryt
Chance, finished fourth with
6109 points.
.
While Beld~n's 1153 in smallbore was a team-high, Chance
was on top of her game, shooting the competition's thirdhighest individual air rifle
score with a 389. Belden added
a 384 mark in air rifle, along
with Chance's smallbore contribution of an 1148, to pace the
Racers' Gold squad.
Head coach Elvis Green was
impressed with his team's
showing against such a strong
field, but said the team needs
better production in the smallbore division in order to be in
good shape to qualify for the
NCAA Tournament, where the

Racers must shoot the eighthbest score in the country when
they host the Collegiate
Sectionals February 11-12.
"We didn't have that bad of
an outing, even though we
should have given AlaskaFairbanks a run and we didn't,"
Green said. "I'm satisfied, especially with our effort in air
rifle."

Senior co-captain Diana
Muth, who scored a 382 with
the air rifle for the Gold unit
and an 1147 in smallbore for
the Blue squad, said that as
long as the team continues to
develop as they have been in
practice, the Racers will make
a run at the national title.
"We will qualify," Muth said.
"Right now, we just need to be

individuals, because if we all
shoot good by ourselves, we'll
shoot good as a team."
Belden attributes his consistent success to his ability to
focus on his shooting and not
the stiff competition that the
team has faced over the course
of the season, and believes his
teammates are doing the same.
"It's different for everybody,"
Belden said, "but I just try to
put the same amount of pres·
sure on myself in the meet a~ I
do in practice in order to get the
repetition.
"I think everybody's confident that we can qualify. There ·
may be a little doubt in the
back of our minds, but that's
what we need to make us work
harder."

PERSONALS

Miii-MIR, Happy birthday, ya
blueberry. Nothing like a trip
ltlroogh the tacky '80's tocele·
brate. Wohtleb

Meg, You're not going to arrest
me, are you? J.W. & S.M.
ATO Trivia - How many chicks
does It take to tap a KEG?

To the Saturday Night Crew.
Jose Cuel\lo Is a friend of
mine.

No«hln' beats a Poore pair of
Leggsl

Hello. lworkatHardee's.May
I take your order?

Tonight's the night for crazy ties
and fuzzy nuts!

Rob, You're the greatesll
Love, your sweet chocolate
wine.
The Loud Clan of Margo Polo
at JH's House Rocks.

The Navy gets the gravy and the
Army gets the beans.
I'm really good. I am. 1teamed
from watching videos.
MFI's ·you owe us!

Blaisdell. will you tell me a Dan H. there are no words left.
bed·tlme story next time? My heart Is yours.
Jenn
- - - - - - - - ' Soccer players do have more
Attentiontwelvewomenofthe stamina! Don't black out!
Wild Crew • Panama City Is
almost here. Meet Sunday at Hille, Can't believe you lost It
7 p.m. same location.
before the beepl A.A.A.

Hey Coach · peanuts peanuts
peanuts!

Yeah Jack! Love the Upstairs
House Crew.

Hey Tooter! You're It!

MarcusB.,you'reagreatplayer,
but don't become Frank.

TheN
Mu;:~
EWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadllne......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

LOST· Tag Huer Ladies Dlv·
lng Watch between Blackbum
Science and Ag building In
December '94. II found please
call444-7002.

PART·TIME Office wolt(
hours 1·7 p.m. Send replies
to P.O. Box 1124 Murray, KY
42071.

FOR SALE

player needed for local
counlly music and Southem
rock band. Call Patrfck at
527·1460.

PERSONALS
Can I write on your wood?
Rob B., you are so coot When
are we going to party together
again? Wohtleb & Miller
Jason Lee, you can't hang With
us until you have your name In
the paper. OK, you're cool.
I've got time, don't wear a hole
In your brttches.
Chris Godwinand Jason Walker
• Stay away from nasty carpet!
Happy 21st Birthday Justin
GreenI From Kim & April
Roomie - What'll I do without
you, except ROTFL. Miss you!
The new Springer Hall staff Is
awesome! love, your H.D.
Dan, I had a great time on our
date Friday.

BUSINESS SERVICES
Typing services. Reliable; Ia·
ser printer, spell check. 4354308. after 5 p.m. '

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days $2791 Includes
12 Meals & 6free parties! Great
beaches & nightlife! A HUGE
party! Spring Break Travel1800·678-6386
Florida's Spring Break
Hotspots! Cocoa Beach (Near
Disney)· 27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights
$1591 Key west $2.291 Day·
tona Beach Room with kitchen
from $12911-800-678-6386.
Spring Break! Panama CityIS
Days Oceanvlew Room with a
kitchen $1291 Walk to best
barsl Includes free discount
card which w!U save you $1 00
on food/dr1nksl 1-800-678·
6386.

ATTN: Musicians Bass

Planetarium Apprentice.
Golden Pond Planetarium,
TVA's Land Between the
Lakes. Degree required.
Background In Science,
Education, Audio-VIsual
production, and/or theater
desired. 12 Month position.
Position starts May 1995. For
lnfomlatlon contact: Land
Between ltle Lakes Assocla·
tion, 100 Van Morgan Drive,
Golden Pond, KY 42211, or
Call1·800-455·5897.

Don't
DrinkandDrivet

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word

.

The 5,433 fans who attended Monday night's men's
basketball game between Murray State and Tennessee
State at Racer Arena have been named as the Racers of
the Week.
Head coach Scott Edgar was pleased with the enthusiasm and spirit of the Racer faithful. Edgar's troops were
greeted with thunderous applause as they stepped onto
the court, and the home crowd was treated to an exciting, fast-tempo game.
Despite the fact that the 'Running Racers' surrendered a
13-point lead with 14: 13 left in the second half to fall 7265 to the Tigers, the raucous fans continued cheering the
Racers on, yelling at officials, and raising the decibels even
higher during a Racer run.

You can't seriously talk about skiing without
talking about Taos Ski Valley, a world class
mountain!

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

Sports
Notebook

Without MSU ID: 20e per word

OVER 20 WORDS

With MSU ID: 10¢ per word W:lthout MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

PERSONALS
ROC>t.lMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOftRENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
MISC.·
NOTICE

f/JRI#~ CREAKW WP - HARaH 12-fl. ff1S
• Motorcoach Transportation from MSU
• Three full days of skiing in Taos, NM
• Four nights hotel accommodations
• Four full days in Taos
•Indoor pool & oversize jacuzzi
• Fireside Restaurant & Lounge
• Fast Food restaurants and shopping close by

•

TAOS SKI PKG
OOUBL£ S529 TRIPLE J.o'n QUAD $4.37 SINGLE S6a6
TAOS NONSKJING PKG
OOUBLE $390 TRIPLE $331 QUAD S291 SINGLE $547

" Make your reser~atlon now to hold yourspacef
CALL DEBORAH DIVINE 1-800-433-7266

Golden lntage
Tanning Salon,~
Sweetheart Specia[

'

300 Minutes - $20
until Feb. 14

Congratulations to

TRACI FORBES

AGENCY

(~
Ufe
Home ~--;:/, llealth
Business
Annuities

Auto

For an awesome job with rush

We love you!

A tradition fn service
since 1981

YOUR SISTERS IN

c:lf[pfz.a Dmic'ton

,....-:; (502)

YJi

A Rewarding
Summ.erJob
Experience

:21

753-0632
614 S. 4th St.

Tracy D. McKtnney
CertJOed Insurance Counselor

•

Senti
Someone You

LOVE •
a Cfassified in
The Mu"ay State News

When: Monday, Feb. 6
Sponsor: Career Services
Time: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Department of H.P.E.R.
What: Application/ interviews
Information: 762-3735
Where: Curris Center Ballroom
YMCA • Phys. Ed. • Waterfront • Business Adm.
Rehabilitation • Fine Arts • Social Work
· Boating • Equestrian
Special Ed. • 4-H • E.M. T. I Nursing • Scouting • Church
Groups • Sports • Food Services

The National Boy Scout Museum

•Excellent for beginning golfers•
75~~-1152

• N. 16th St.

Golf lessons $15 (PGA MemhC'r'> Jimmy or Lynn Sullivan)

Sausage Egg McMuffin
or Double
Cheeseburger

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE
107 N. 12th St.

'

'

i .

The Murray State News

NEWS
RADIO
Continued from Page 1 .

menta to fund their programming, but public radio depends
solely on grants and contributions.
· UWe are both regulated by
the Federal Communications
Commission, but public stations can not mention, ads, speCial promotions, better buys or
anything related to commercial advertisement," Lochte
said. "We follow separate
guidelines."
For the 1993 fiscal yeai, the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting provided $2 million in grants to KET stations
and over $980,000 divided
among 10 public radio stations.
"If the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is terminated,

the staion will have to cut the
programs that listeners want,
such as ' Morning Edition' and
'All Things Considered/ the
station's two most popular
shows," Lochte said. "If that
happens, then we might loose
financial support from listeners."
Lochte said funding the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting bas been a controversial topic for many
years.
UWKMS lost $2,000 last year
because of cuts that the 'old
Congress' made in the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting's funding,"
Lochte said.
"At this point and time, it is
hard to predict what will happen," Lochte said. "Our new
Congress is in the early stages
of this discussion.•

FAC, BPA deanships
Screening committee may recommend ,
business college applicant by April
State College in Mormouth, Ore.
EDITOR IN C H IEF
Jim Booth, MSU provost and vice pres~
ident
of academic a.trairs, said he will
At its Febuary meeting, the Board of
recommend
to
President
Kern
Regents will deal with the deanships of
Alexander,
Reichmuth
for
the
deanship
two Murray State University colleges.
The Board will be asked to approve and Allen White, associate professor of
Roger Reichmuth, assis\9nt dean of the journalism and radio-television, for the
College
of
Fine
Arts
and interim assistant deanship. He said the
Communication, as interim dean of his search process for a permanent dean will
begin in the fall semester.
college.
BY KELLY M ENSER

Reichmuth would fill the vacancy left
by Gary Hunt, who assumed Wednesday
the position of provost and vice president
for academic affairs at Western Oregon

Kim Dunlap, senator from the College of
Fine Arts and Comunication, said some
students she consulted indicated it would
not make a difference to them.
"No matter if it's an 82 (percent) or an 89
(percent), it's a 'B' no matter what," she
said.
Kara Beth Boyer, senator for the College
of Science, said students in her departments support changing the scale to plus
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five-point scale.
Another idea is to include the plus or
minus grades on student transcripts, but
not calculate them into the cumulative
grade-point average.
Student feedback from the Senate was
mixed.

Febnuary 3• 1995

Although be realizes the coming
months will be largely transitional,
Reichmuth said F AC projects should not
be hindered.

and minus.
"It is so competitive in the science
departments that the plus or minus would
be a good idea," and more accurate, she
said.
Babcock and Sally Duford, associate professor of family and consumer studies, said
feedback from the Student Senate will help
identify areas warranting consideration.

Loan... defaulters risk garnishment
who are in default through IRS
offset against borrowers' federBorrowers will have a new al income tax refunds. •
opportunity to pay off defaulted
Under t he new system,
student loans through monthly defaulters with loan balances
payments based on income still outstanding will be notior face having their wages gar- fied by mail that they can cure
nished.
their default by negotiating a
The U.S. Department of repayment plan based on
Education will continue in 1995 income and outstanding balto collect loans of borrowers ance.
STAFF REPORT

Defaulters who fail to for further federal student aid
arrange a repayment plan with (both loans and grants), willthe Education Department may have their default status
now have their wages gar- reported to credit bureaus and
nished. Defaulted borrowers risk being denied credit cards
who receive garnishment · or other loans. Defaulters who
establish and honor a repaynotices have 30 days to object.
In addition to being subject to ment plan can avoid offset of
the threat of federal income tax federal income tax refunds or
refund offset and wage garnish- earned income tax credits they
ment, defaulters are ineligible qualify to receive.

vac~nt ·

"We're in a mid-year continuing commitment term,:» he said, "'but we're not on
a hold pattern at all. We're proceeding
most aggressively."
The Board Will also be notified of
developments in the search for a dean of
the College of Business and Public
Affairs. Dannie Harrison, professor of
economics and finance, , has served as
interim dean since John Thompson
resigned the position last spring. Jim
McCoy, associate professor of economics
and finance, has served as interim assistant dean.
Booth said the BPA dean screening
committee will meet Tuesday to peruse
the more than 80 applicants in the pool
for the position. He said April is the .targeted appointmentmonth for the spot.
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